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The future is coming faster…
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…requiring tighter connections

and more coordination

across all growth functions

• Strategy

• R&D

• Innovation

• Business Development

• M&A

• Corporate Venture Capital (CVC)

• Startup Collaboration

• etc.



There are now two disciplines required for excellence
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Operational
Excellence

Transformational
Excellence

Pursuit of an unfamiliar FuturePursuit of a familiar Present

Core 
Business

New 
Business

$
Funding



Inovo's research into the future of growth 
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Research Topics and Inquires

ENERGY

INDUSTRIAL

HEALTHCARE

FOOD & AG

CHEMICALS & MATERIALS

TRANSPORTATION

FINANCEREAL ESTATE

Engagements 

with over 50 senior 

executives and 

growth leaders



Eight themes for improving

Transformational Excellence

While growth and innovation 

are not everyone's job, 

becoming systematic about 

growth is as challenging as 

running any business unit.

Eight themes emerged from the 

research as keystone topics. 
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People
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There is a need for different types of people in a variety of 

roles (including non-traditional ones!) with new skills

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in

INSIDE OUTSIDE

Old roles

• researcher

• engineer

• strategist

+ New roles

• designer

• advanced marketer

• corporate venture capitalist

• intrapreneur/entrepreneur

• innovator

Expertise in both worlds
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2. Actionable Empathy

The ability to imagine and 
experience motivations

3. Broad Aptitude

Breadth and depth
of knowledge

1. Outreach Discovery

Building and finding
knowledge networks

4. Mental Duality

Keeping the whole and parts in mind 
simultaneously

6. Qualitative Synthesis

Thinking & reasoning with 
ambiguous information

7. Clarifying Storytelling

Crafting compelling narratives to 
convey a future

5. Experimental Imagination

Coming up with unique, new, and 
compelling concepts

8. Options Decision Making

Making decisions in the face of 
ambiguity



Organization & Operation – Investment of resources
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R&D and other innovation processes must be structured to 

work at both the core and the new business level

Growth investing draw 5-20% of a 

company’s resources – depending on the 

company type and strategy

To Core 

Businesses

growth

Total Company Resources

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in
Of that amount 0-20% goes to 

pursuit of New Business growth



Core vs. New – The Pull on the Dollar
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Sustaining Growth

• Applied Research
• Strategy (1-3 year)
• M&A (for greater scale)
• Engineering
• Product Management
• Business Development
• Marketing
• etc. 

New BusinessCore Business

Strategic Growth

• Use-inspired Basic Research
• Strategy (3-7 year)
• M&A (for greater scope)
• Central Innovation
• Advanced Marketing
• Corporate Venture Capital
• Startup Collaboration
• Startup Incubation
• etc. 

This share is framed by leverage and uncertainty

1. Toward platforms benefiting multiple core businesses
2. The ability to address the whole value chain
3. Long-term strategy and goals – beyond the typical BU timeframe
4. Domains and technologies that are uncertain or experimental 

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in



Transitioning to scaling can be a sticking point
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How disruptive a new business may be and what can 

be leveraged determines how it should be scaled

“What are the assets and capabilities 
that we have access to that we can 

leverage to fit future trends?”

“There is no valley of death,

just a lack of a transition process.”

“Why us? What can we bring that others can’t? 
Is it production capability, channel access, 

market influence, something else?”

Incentives can upset the transition

Forcing BU leaders

to choose between…

• Certain ROI (scaling manufacturing, 
sales, etc.) and uncertain ROI (new-to-
company business)

• Investments within vs. beyond their 
incentive compensation window 

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in



Novel transition tactics organizations are employing
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1. Measure and report – Keep transition metrics (what successfully transitioned) and report them 
to senior leadership

2. Track over time – Track things after they transition as well (i.e., how successful they are and 
what is being invested in their success)

3. Favor individual ties over group ties – Transition occurs best when it is done between specific 
people not functional groups. Identify the people who should be involved in the handoff and 
make sure they are fully involved over a period of time, not just at the point of handoff

4. Preserve continuity – Move R&D and Innovation people into the businesses during transition but 
keep their place open so they can come back when the transition is working

5. Professional transitioners – Make transition a specific function and responsibility of specific 
people within the innovation group and the BUs

6. Carry the burden – Pay the businesses for the first year of transition to reimburse them for the 
extra cost of taking on the new thing

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in



Domains
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Focusing on a “Domain” (a future ecosystem) is how strategy 

informs innovation. It helps compound group learnings while 

giving freedom to explore – within a bounded space

“We pick domains based on our customer understanding 

and our desire to inhabit their future spaces – even if not 

related to our core business.”

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in



Domains are the “hunting grounds” for strategic opportunities

Where future unmet demand is large or growing, and future design and system possibilities could re-write the rules 
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Domaining

Identify domains rich with 
opportunities and aligned with 
strategic intent

A set of domains ready for 
Exploration and/or Discovery

Discover

Find opportunities in the domain and validate 
their potential

Result: A portfolio of strategic opportunities 
ready for incubationStrategy

Interpret company strategic intent 
to identify themes
for innovation

Result: A set of domains ready for 
exploration and/or Discovery

Explore

Learn about a domain through research and 
experiments to develop new knowledge

Result: In-depth insight into a specific 
domain



Using Domains in R&D
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Pasteur’s Quadrant

by Donald Stokes (1997)

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in
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Consideration of use

https://www.amazon.com/Pasteurs-Quadrant-Science-Technological-Innovation/dp/0815781776/
https://www.amazon.com/Pasteurs-Quadrant-Science-Technological-Innovation/dp/0815781776/


Portfolio & Governance
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The who, what and how of making decisions

under uncertainty and constraints

1. Coordinated 

Support

2. Persistence 

beyond any 

one person

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in
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Strategic
Leadership Council

Portfolio 
Board

Typically represented by Strategy 
and Finance. They provide:

• A formal charter
• Alignment with strategy
• Clear and dependable

portfolio budget (7 years +)

The council format ensures 
persistence beyond the tenure of 
any one executive or champion.

Chaired by the head of 
Growth (CGO or CINO) 
and including senior BU 
leaders. Meets at least 
quarterly and has 
decision rights over 
resource allocation.

The “foot soldiers” from the 
future. Formal channels help 
their insights inform strategy.

Central Innovation Group (CIG),
CVC team, etc.



SIS is brought to you by

“We are in the middle of a dramatic and broad 

technological and economic shift in which 

software companies are poised to take over large 

swathes of the economy.

More and more major businesses and industries 

are being run on software and delivered as online 

services — from movies to agriculture to national 

defense. Over the next 10 years, I expect many 

more industries to be disrupted by software.

In short, software is eating the world.”

– Marc Andreesen
Co-Founder & General Partner

Andreessen Horowitz



Digital Transformation 
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The digital dimension of business continues to permeate 

every aspect of operations as well as transformation

Improving 
operational

efficiencies of 
existing core 

business

“Smart” core
products with 

digital 
embedded

New and 
enhanced 
customer 

experiences

Enhancing 
transformational

processes
themselves
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Internal External External Internal

“Digital transformation today is like the internet in the 1990s.
At a certain point it becomes just a way of doing business.” 

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in



Metrics & Stories
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The results of Transformational manifest over long and

imprecise timeframes (5-10 years). Measuring activity and 

building narratives of success are today’s best practices.

Financial 
Metrics

Success 
Stories

Process 
Metrics

Scenario 
Stories

Activity

Results

Quantitative Qualitative

Sharing fact-based 

success stories 
including customer 
reactions can be 
the most powerful

Stories of active 
journeys, early 
learnings, and 

potential futures 
sustain longer efforts 

Traditional business 
metrics (e.g., NPV, 

ROI, IRR, ROIC, etc.) 
were seen to be not 

useful and often 

misleading

Number of ideas 
generated, pipeline 

throughput, etc. 
while essential for 

managers are seen 
as less compelling by 

senior leadership

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in



Metrics & Stories – Five things to measure
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https://www.theinovogroup.com/five-things-to-measure/

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in

https://www.theinovogroup.com/five-things-to-measure/
https://www.theinovogroup.com/five-things-to-measure/
https://www.theinovogroup.com/five-things-to-measure/
https://www.theinovogroup.com/five-things-to-measure/


Importance and challenges of getting executive buy-in
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The importance of having C-suite backing and the 

alignment and support of the businesses for growth initiatives

Leadership turnover 

(every 2-3 years)

upsets long range plans

(5-10 year)

BU leader skepticism

(even antagonism!)

Controversial 

research findings 

on the poor ROI 

of R&D  

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in



Sustaining executive support 

when things look gray…
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…and there will be more gray

⬤ People

⬤ Organization

& Operation

⬤ Transition

⬤ Domains

⬤ Portfolio &

Governance

⬤ Digital

Transformation

⬤ Metrics

& Stories

⬤ Executive

Buy-in

22

Tracking past

results 

Sharing future 

visions

Maintaining 

strong

connections

Providing 

help when 

critical

https://blog.stata.com/2020/02/13/adding-recession-shading-to-time-series-graphs/


“Our team wants to be more aggressive with 
taking a solution to market. But the existing 

business teams may not be ready for it.”
“Everybody and their brother has to line 

up to say yes to an opportunity, but if 
one guy says ‘no’ the thing dies.”

You are not alone…

23

“It's very easy to report on exit multiple, five-year ROI or IRR. 

But much harder to point to strategic value.”

“80% of the R&D budget is simply to 
fight erosion in the core business.”

“Internal startups didn't work out because we are a 
big organization and in big organizations you simply 

can't have the same incentives.”

“An internal startup is not like a 
startup, people are still employed by 

the company, no risk, no fun, no 
nothing. So it doesn't work like that.”

“If a venture is successful 3-5 years down 
the road, the person who backed it 

doesn't necessarily reap the reward.”



You may recognize these symptoms…and the picture they paint
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Initiatives concentrate on the near future 

(predictable and measurable)

No systems developed to leverage

an organization’s collective assets

Application of OpEx methods to innovation 

kills them before they have a chance

Champions require air cover

by senior sponsors

Siloed 

disciplines and 

knowledge 

OpEx

mindset in 

Transformation 

Tension 

between Core 

and New

Breakthroughs require breaking rules. Working 

against, rather than with the organization

No disciplined learning across

teams, projects, and people



No single discipline can stand (or lead) alone
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Strategy

InnovationResearch & 

Development

Strategy without Innovation 

is useless

Innovation without Strategy 

is directionless

R&D without Strategy 

is unfocused

Strategy without R&D 

is blind

Innovation without R&D 

is ineffective

R&D without Innovation 

is a waste of resources

Transformational

Excellence



The three disciplines working in concert

Strategy integrated with R&D
- Strategy tells R&D about future ecosystems

- R&D tells strategy about future possibilities

R&D integrated with Innovation
- R&D tells Innovation about future possibilities

- Innovation tells R&D about future value drivers
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Innovation integrated with Strategy
- Innovation tells Strategy about future value drivers

- Strategy tells Innovation about future ecosystems

NOW

FUTURE

Silos

In
n

o
v

a
tio

n

R
&

D

S
tra

te
g

y
System

Strategy



There are many ways to improve 

communication & integration

One example – a “readiness level” everyone can agree on
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Technology Readiness Level

Read more about ODDS and the ORL here:

https://www.theinovogroup.com/uncertainty-innovators-friend/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_readiness_level
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_readiness_level
https://www.theinovogroup.com/uncertainty-innovators-friend/


Transformational Excellence and the growth system in concert
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Strategy

Strategy with Innovation

Creates directed value 

Strategy with R&D

Creates directed invention  

InnovationResearch & 

Development

Innovation with R&D

Creates effective and wanted inventions

Transformational

Excellence



What it can look like – Evoqua Water Technologies as a model
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“We consolidated growth under 

a single leader to get the groups 

to work on common cause.”

Snehal Desai
EVP and Chief Growth Officer

The Evoqua Growth Engine –

Consolidated R&D, Innovation, M&A, CVC, as well as IT/Digital

(150 people in a $1.4B company)

The aim was to provide a systematic practice to funnel ideas into a 

consistent, intentional treatment, rather than independent engagement by 

BUs. Formalizing the approach has allowed for efficient pursuit of new ideas 

and the ability to pursue opportunities in the white space between BUs.

“We are now looking at how to roll the growth office mindset and 

practices back into the business units in the future (esp. for the  

digital mindset and capabilities).”

https://www.evoqua.com/en/about-us/leadership/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sadesai/
https://www.evoqua.com/en/about-us/leadership/
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/gina-o-connor-047b862/


About Inovo
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A Quick Snapshot of The Inovo Group

• Launched in 2001…19 years in business

− One of the original innovation firms to form in 

the early 2000s

• Focused on “strategic innovation”

− Anticipating future transformation

− Building innovation capability

− Creating strategic opportunities

• Clients mostly large companies using science 
& technology as a competitive differentiator

• Cross-industry focus – the value of translating 

technologies and business models across 

industry boundaries
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History of Client Collaboration in a Wide Variety of Industries
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Healthcare Automotive Materials

Industrials Consumer / RetailFood & Ag

http://www.pfizer.com/main.html


The Ultimate Goal of Our Clients is to Find the Right Balance 

of Sustaining and Strategic Innovation
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Low HighNewness to Company

SUSTAINING

STRATEGIC
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Sustaining Innovations

Necessary to stay competitive in the short-term.
Challenge is preventing adoption by competitors.

Strategic Innovations

Necessary to stay competitive in the long-term.
Challenges are external adoption and internal resistance.

We distinguish two types of innovation - each with their
own challenges and requiring a unique set of capabilities

We focus on developing Strategic Innovation outcomes and
capabilities to help organizations deliver Accelerated Growth



Strategic Innovation has Very Unique Requirements
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Low HighNewness to Company

SUSTAINING

STRATEGIC
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d 1. View of 5 to 20-year future trends & scenarios

2. Explicit exploration of business model innovation

3. New internal capabilities

4. More collaboration with external entities

5. Key insights not limited to ‘voice of the customer’

6. Test & learn approach to development and launch

7. New decision-making methodologies

8. New metrics for decision-making and for success

9. Cultural contrast with operating units

Requirements of Strategic Innovation



Anticipate 
Future 

Transformation

Build
Innovation 
Capability

Create 
Strategic 

Opportunities
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Develop an evidence-based

view of the future, spot disruptive

threats & transformations and

identify high potential domains

of opportunity.

Create the ability to respond to

transformation, allowing you to

survive and thrive…to become

the disruptor rather than the

disrupted.

Inovo has Deep Experience and Know-How in Three 

Strategic Innovation Service Areas

Generate, develop and launch

new products, services and

business models that propel

current businesses and create

new business opportunities.

• Identify relevant trends and 

weak signals

• Develop future scenarios; 

backcast to the present

• Identify disruptive threats 

and opportunity domains

• Build better business strategy

• Tailor innovation system design 

to business strategy

• Design organization and 

operation to deliver innovation

• Design roles, responsibilities 

and individual competencies

• Identify and validate strategic 

opportunities

• Incubate opportunities from 

concept to product-market fit

• Commercialize opportunities



Each service area focuses on specific growth goals

Anticipate 
Future Transformation
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Create 
Strategic Opportunities

Build 
Innovation Capability



Answering the critical questions about growth

Making 
strategic 
choices 
about how 
and where 
to grow

Developing 
strategic 
opportunities 
for growth

Designing 
and building 
strategic 
innovation 
capability

Strategy:  What is our innovation vision and mission? How does it enable our business strategy? What are 
our innovation objectives and how will we fund it? How should we configure our innovation initiative? 

Future:  What major transformations will take place in the world over the next 10 to 20 years? How will this 
affect our business and create or inhibit new opportunities? What should we be doing now to be best 
positioned for these possible futures?

Domain: Within the vast white space of possibility, where should we be exploring for new opportunities? 
Which domains are favored by tailwinds, aligned with our strategy and rich with opportunities?

Discovery:  What strategically important opportunities can we create in our domains of interest? Which should
we pursue?  Which could we pursue successfully?

Portfolio: How should we allocate our innovation resources? What mix of opportunities and investment levels 
will properly balance against alternative futures?  What is the proper level of portfolio risk?

Incubation:  How should we pursue the top opportunities? How do we prioritize and test key assumptions? 
How do we design the appropriate experiments to test the technology and market response?

Organization:  What are the formal and informal structures that we need, including inter- and Intra-
company networks? What are the necessary resource levels? Who will fund these resources?

Operation:  What are the business processes, procedural methods and software tools needed to build an 
effective innovation system? What are the governance mechanisms and decision rights?

People:  What leadership and practitioner competencies do we need to develop? How do we recruit and hire 
people with the right competencies?  How do we develop these competencies?
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Strategic Innovation Playbook
S a m p l e  C o n t e n t s
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Our Innovation System practice
can help you build your own

Strategic Innovation Playbook



Inovo can help you build your innovation playbook

to become more systematic 
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Covering all aspects
of your innovation system



Contact The Inovo Group

For more information, check out Inovo’s website
or drop us a line…

With Inovo as collaboration 
partner and guide, organizations 
transform their innovation 
offerings, cultures & capabilities.

Steve Schwartz
Managing Partner and Co-founder
The Inovo Group, LLC
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
USA
P: +1 (734) 717-6224
E: sschwartz@TheInovoGroup.com

Schedule a meeting with me
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https://www.theinovogroup.com/
mailto:sschwartz@TheInovoGroup.com
https://calendar.x.ai/inovo-sschwartz/telecon

